ThinkAnalogy

- Use the program *ThinkAnalogy* according to instructions and record your results below:

  Game 1: _____ points
  Game 2: _____ points
  Game 3: _____ points

- Create an example for each type of analogy:

  **A Kind of:**

  *Example:* beagle is to dog as Siamese is to cat
  Example: _________ is to _________ as _________ is to _________

  **A Part of:**

  *Example:* toes is to foot as fingers is to hand
  Example: _________ is to _________ as _________ is to _________

  **A Symbol of:**

  *Example:* + is to addition as – is to subtraction
  Example: _________ is to _________ as _________ is to _________
A Property of:

Example: speed is to light as pitch is to sound

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________

A Synonym of:

Example: big is to large as small is to little

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________

A Product of:

Example: kitten is to cat as puppy is to dog

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________

An Antonym of:

Example: big is to large as small is to little

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________

A Person Who:

Example: pilot is to flies as driver is to drives

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________

Something Used to:

Example: washcloth is to wash as towel is to dry

Example: __________ is to __________ as __________ is to __________